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'It's LeviOsa not LeviosA!' 

My friend reached Acho after I gave her Floo powder when she had
flu. I still don't know where she is right now! She is now my boggart... 

A man with a bag isn't always a businessman, he can be Bagman!
Stop assuming things muggles!

You need to learn at least some words for sure...I mean err'ol of
them. Nighttime bus and knight bus are two entirely different words.
Like siriusly! When will you stop pronouncing them ronly and learn

to use your words weasley?? And of course, words are, in my not so
humble opinion, our most inexhaustible source of magic, capable of

both inflicting injury and remedying it. 
So take your Quirrel and start taking notes. This task is neither

difficult Norris boring.. At least I can remembr'al of it!! Sometimes it's
a Severus problem when you can't talk Grangerly...so throw the

muggles' riddikulus dictionaries and beautify your vocabulary with
our potter words which are Lestrange!

So 'sherbet lemon'... Oh god... It's not a drink, it was just a password!
 
 

 
 

What's Ron With Your Words!?



Mischief Never
Managed!



Can't Be Le-Strange!

 
Materials you'll need- 

Small plastic circle, black and purple yarn,
beads, glue, scissor, skewers, fake

feathers and black paint. 
 

 Prep- 
 Paint all the skewers black and allow to

dry. Also, cover the plastic circle with black
yarn and secure the ends. 

 
#LETS START! 

 
Next, take the circle and skewers and

place them in a deathly hallows sign, when
done glue the end and the circle  

 

Take the circle ring and the purple yarn with beads. Now make the
interior by looping the yarn around the ring. While nearing the core of

the ring, add the beads for decor. Next, take the circle and skewers and
carefully place them in the deathly hallows sign when done glue the end

and the circle together. Lastly, take the black and purple yarn and
attach the beads and feathers as embellishments. 

 
Last note - Wingardium LeviOsa, now hang the HP Dream Catcher up

high. 
 

Our second episode of Can't Be LeStrange is up! 
 we have come up with a great DIY to make you
all awe with surprise, so what are you waiting

for? Let's dive into this Wizardry DIY



WIZ-ARTSWIZ-ARTSWIZ-ARTS

   

   



 

 
VOXELOGYVOXELOGYVOXELOGY



Hey peeps, here's a puzzle for you. Thirty magical characters
are hidden in this maze. Borrow the magical, mystical eye from
Mad-Eye Moody (not sure if he will lend) and get to the task.

Mystery!Mystery!Mystery!   



A PINCH OF YOURA PINCH OF YOUR
TWISTTWIST

Even if you
bring a 

slight twist
 

It will 
change 

the whole
potterifying

gist.
 
 But don't

forget it is
all inside
your head
where it
exists.


